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Dichotomizing an ordinal outcome scale like the mRS or the GCS (Roozenbeek, et al., 2011; Bath et al.,
2012) ignores some of the information that the scale provides. A “proportional odds analysis” is one of
several approaches under investigation to produce more powerful assessment of outcomes that are
measured on an ordinal scale. These approaches try to use all the information contained among the
ordered categories, and to avoid the loss of information inherent when one dichotomizes the scale at a
threshold.
Proportional odds analysis is performed using a “proportional odds logistic regression,” also called
ordinal logistic regression (Valenta, Pitha, Poledne, 2006; Rozenbeek et al., 2011). With reference to
the percentages reported in Table 1a of:
Goyal M, Demchuk AM, Menon BK, Eesa M, Rempel JL, et al. Randomized Assessment of Rapid
Endovascular Treatment of Ischemic Stroke. N Engl J Med. 2015 Feb 11. [Epub ahead of print]
I used SAS PROC LOGISTIC to a produce a proportional odds analysis, and obtained results that were
close to those the article reported:
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Effect
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Point
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2.712
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Confidence Limits
1.807

4.071

Interpreting the common odds ratio
The analysis produces a “common odds ratio,” which the authors describe in the footnote to Figure 1A
as “the odds of improvement of 1 point on the modified Rankin scale.” Similarly, they state that the
“common odds ratio (indicating the odds of improvement of 1 point on the modified Rankin scale) of
2.6 (95% confidence interval [CI], 1.7 to 3.8) [favors] the intervention (P<0.001).”
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Given how the proportional odds logistic regression model defines the common odds ratio, it is not
strictly accurate to describe it in terms of an improvement of one level in an ordinal outcome like the
mRS.
The authors’ interpretation is on firmer ground in the abstract, where they describe “the common odds
ratio as a measure of the likelihood that the intervention would lead to lower scores on the modified
Rankin scale than would control care...”
Here’s how it works. When the odds are truly proportional, all of the following odds ratios are the same:
The odds that an mRS of 0 (as opposed to a score of 1 or higher) is observed in someone in the
intervention group is 2.6 times higher than those same odds for someone in the control group.
The odds that an mRS of 0 or 1 (as opposed to a score of 2 or higher) is observed in someone in
the intervention group is 2.6 times higher than those same odds for someone in the control group.
The odds that an mRS of 0,1 or 2 (as opposed to a score of 3 or higher) is observed in someone
in the intervention group is 2.6 times higher than those same odds for someone in the control
group.
The odds that an MRS of 0,1, 2 or 3 (as opposed to a score of 4 or higher) is observed in
someone in the intervention group is 2.6 times higher than those same odds for someone in the
control group.
You get the idea; the common odds ratio applies, no matter what threshold we attach to the mRS.
Of course, this interpretation’s validity rests on the assumption that the odds at different threshold values
or cutpoints are truly proportional. A footnote to Table 2 reports that “the proportional odds assumption
was tested and found to be valid.” I verified this in SAS PROC LOGISTIC.
Score Test for the Proportional Odds Assumption
Chi-Square
1.5334

DF
4

Pr > ChiSq
0.8207

The non-significant p value means that evidence from the sample is insufficient to bring into question
the null hypothesis, which is that the odds of the outcome at each cutpoint are proportional between the
intervention and control groups. Therefore, a single or common odds ratio can describe the group’s
relationship regardless of the cutpoint that is used.
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